Comparison of GPS Dropsondes between Developing and
Non-developing Disturbances in the Atlantic
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A comparative study of Global Positioning System (GPS) dropsonde data of the environment surrounding developing versus non-developing tropical disturbances in the Atlantic is presented. The lack of research performed using this approach
led to the investigation of the dropsonde archives to obtain vertical profiles of moisture content, air temperature and wind speed and direction for the disturbances. The selected developing cases are Gert from 2005 and Fay from 2008 at their
pre-depression stages, while the selected non-developing cases are Wave #4 and Wave #6 from the NASA African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis (NAMMA) field experiment in August- September 2006. The composites from the selected
soundings show no significant and general difference between the cases, although the results somewhat support the known favorable characteristics for development. This study serves as a starting point for further research that may improve
the forecast of cyclogenesis.

Introduction
• Of all the disturbances that occur in the Atlantic every year, only a small
portion ever develops into tropical cyclones. Although there is no universal
agreement on how hurricanes form, the most accepted favorable
conditions include:
1. high moisture content, which allows the development of
thunderstorm activity.
2. low vertical wind shear, which neither disrupts the
convection nor disperses heat and moisture.
3. air temperature that drops rapidly with increasing height,
or unstable atmosphere.
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• The objective of this study is to compare developing and non-developing
disturbances based on environmental observations, in an attempt to find
patterns that favor or inhibit development.

Figures 2-5: Flight tracks and dates including number of days prior TD formation

• Figure 10 shows a strong wind shear pattern from east to west but Figure 11
is not consistent with this feature.

Results and Discussion
Methodology

A. Composites of relative humidity and temperature vertical profiles:

A. Data
• Data collected with GPS dropsondes
(Figure 1) from both NASA DC-8 and
NOAA 43 WD-P3 reconnaissance aircrafts is
used to obtain vertical profiles of temperature,
moisture and wind speed and direction for
each disturbance. Figures 2-5 show the
Figure 1: GPS dropsonde
tracks of these missions.
• The Atmospheric Sounding Processing Environment (ASPEN)
program is used to quality control the raw data. The composites of
the results are made with the MATLAB software.
B. Case Study
Selection Process and Data Sources

Figure 6: Both developing and non-developing
cases present high values of relative humidity.
Although the curves that represent the
non-developing cases overall show lower values,
there is not a clear pattern or separation between
these and the developing cases.

Conclusions
• No significant differences in the environmental conditions surrounding
the disturbances have been found.
• Slight variations might be caused by geographical location differences.

• The results are consistent with the accepted favorable conditions for
development, yet do not prove that these conditions are exclusive of
developing cases.
• The representativeness of the available data remains uncertain.

Figure 7: Pre Fay’s environment has the highest
temperature values at all heights, which points
toward a stable atmosphere, an unexpected
characteristic for a developing case. Pre-Gert is
not consistent with this feature. The
non-developing cases have similar temperature
curves among each other.

Recommendations
Future work should include looking at additional meteorological variables,
such as vorticity, Saharan Air Layer (SAL) influence and sea surface
temperature, as well as comparing cases with similar geographical
locations in the Atlantic and studying the characteristics of the convection
itself.

B. Wind shear plots:
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• None of the plots for developing cases (Figures 8-9) show any considerable vertical wind shear.
• The plots on Figures 8,9,11 indicate that the horizontal distribution of the vertical wind shear
does not have an organized pattern.
• The soundings still may be directly affected by convection and may not be representative of what
is truly happening in the environment.
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